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vmware vsphere powercli reference automating vsphere - master vsphere automation with this comprehensive
reference vmware vsphere powercli reference automating vsphereadministration 2 nd edition is a one stop solutionfor
vsphere automation fully updated to align with the latestvsphere and powercli release this detailed guide shows you how
toget the most out of powercli s handy cmdlets using real worldexamples and a practical task based approach, more tips
for getting started with vmware powercli wahl - for a bit of nostalgia you can also read my tips for getting started with
powercli post published back in february of 2012 keep in mind that most of those instructions are horribly out of date but the
principles in the scripting exercises section still carry some merit, esxi an oldie but a goodie cdp info via powercli and and of course this can be done remotely from powercli there s numerous ways to achieve this vmware have been kind
enough to provide an example here so i have tweaked this to suit my own requirements by adding parameters and stripping
out checks and data i m not interested in, amazon com mastering powercli ebook sajal debnath - sajal debnath sajal
debnath is a highly certified cloud computing technocrat with more than 12 years of experience in virtualized data center
design cloud computing and bc dr solutions, upgrading the hp oneview appliance with new releases - hp announced the
oneview 2 0 will be shipping soon during its hp discover in june in the meantime they ve released version 1 20 05 which
addresses several security vunleratilities including poodle over tls and a bunch of other bugfixes the release notes for 1 20
05 provide the full details along with the previous 1 20 releases and their changes, patching hp customized esxi installs
with latest agents - the views and opinions written on this site are my own reader trust is extremely important to me i
accept products and trips sponsored by vendors for the purpose of give aways and information to post on this blog site
however any vendor relationships will be disclosed to readers, powershell resources rambling cookie monster - i m
keeping a list of powershell resources that i ve found helpful i plan to keep this up to date and add resources on a regular
basis so you may want to check back occasionally some of this is a bit dated for example powergui isn t quite as active as it
once was i m likely overlooking, free o reilly books ebooks webcasts conference sessions - a compilation of o reilly
media s free products ebooks online books webcast conference sessions tutorials and videos, some vcap 6 5 dcv design
exam study notes vhersey vcdx - it architect foundation in the art of infrastructure design fantastic resource if you are
preparing for the vcap exam or to defend vcdx vmware vsphere 6 x datacenter design cookbook full disclosure i wrote this
book i have been told it is pretty good the outline of this book aligns with the vcap 6 0 design exam objectives, dell
compellent storage center command set shell cmdlets - if you manage dell compellent storage you may or may not be
aware that windows powershell cmdlets are available to ease management pain by way of automation and consistency,
powershellers how to get computer sid using powershell - let s start with the theory the computer sid is stored in the
hkey local machine security sam domains account registry subkey this key has a value named f and a value named v the v
value is a binary value that has the computer sid embedded within it at the end of its data, flex 10 esx design with
simplicity and scalability part 1 - i ve written quite a few posts about hp flex 10 and some of the challenges and solutions
to getting everything up and running i ve also discussed my ideas about flex 10 esx design on the vsoup net podcast so
here it is if you are deploying flex 10 make sure you have all the prerequisites in place, hp virtual connect flex 10 vmware
esx i pre requisites - updated 28 october 2013 to include new hp september bundles and release of esxi 5 5 many
companies are currently going through major infrastructure changes as the reach of virtualisation into it increases and they
start moving towards a cloud model, under the stairs using powershell s and operator - conrad braam said agree the c c
implementation is already well understood but foudn a curious side effect i found this particularly insidious behaviour around
the operator not returning an rvalue right hand side evaluation in a way you might expect it to do, under the stairs
formatting with powershell blogger - one of the great features of powershell is that much formatting is done for free for
example to find out the size of a particular file you could just enter
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